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Genre: games can be grouped in the types of genre that they are like shooters, RPG’S and horror they are usually grouped like this since it is one of the most obvious way since this the main way which makes them different like horror and adventure games which are main genres and things like shooters and RPG which are sub genres and is how most people would say how they are different. For example Borderlands 2 is an first person perspective, RPG, shooter while Disgaea 4 is a turn-based, third person 2D sprites, 3D environment strategy game. A first person shooter is a game where your perspective is from the eyes of the character unlike form there back for example and it is a shooter because you shoot at thing and like a third person shooter is the same except the perceptive is taken from behind the character so you can see what your character looks like. A turn based strategy game is a game usually in third person perspective and is turn based since you and the enemy take turns attacking each other so you do as much as you can in your turn and the enemies will do the same until one side wins. There are also stealth shooter games which allows the player if they don’t want to just run in a shoot every they have the choose to challenge themselves and do the game with out being seen but it has the shooter part where if the mess up the stealth they can still survive. A combat game is something like mortal kombat where the player must fight another person or NPC one on one using combos and trying to reduce the opponents health to zero. A sport game is a game which tries to simulate a real world sporting event like FIFA which is all about football. Is a game where you play as one specific character where they usually have a level up system and the ability to customize the character to play as also they sometimes allow you to create the character making it more personal. An action game requires the player to have fast reflexes and as well as timing and being able to overcome an obstacle.



Platform: we can also group games by what platform they are on like PlayStation, Xbox, personal computer, portable hand held console and mobile phone. The PlayStation and Xbox come into the category of consoles which aren’t very portable and act like a personal computer minus the key board and mouse and instead you use a controller unique to each console. The personal computer is a PC which are usually used by hard core games since they need to be plugged in to provide power and can give better playability than consoles. Portable hand held console usually used by casual games are things like the Nintendo DS which provide good game play and are able to be brought anywhere. A mobile phone is also used by mainly casual gamers and are things like angry birds which you play to pass the time and don't need much commitment like a PC would it’s just “if I have the time”



Technology: A different way to categorise games are by the technology they use and what they look like technology wise like graphics for example you could group space invaders and Tetris in a group since they look the same in terms of graphics or generally how good they look the better the graphics the better looking the games and it’s environments will look. You could also base it on the technology for the NPC’s like the AI which is how the NPC’s act like a good AI will act near enough like a real player while a bad AI will stand in one place and act very strange and do the bare basic like run straight at you rather than take cover. You could also do it by how the game play is like if the way to control the character or interact with the game like the Xbox Kinect is different from the controller and as well as the Wii remote since the way to interact is by moving your whole body rather than your thumbs or wrist and what you actually have to do in the game like shooting or doing combos.







Other: something which is a better way for people is to categorize them is terms of what you like and what you don’t like for example you may not like call of duty but you will like kill zone and this is a way for people categorise games on a more personal since it is what you will like and does not really apply to anybody else . Or you could categorise them by generation like space invaders is a different generation than kill zone and the generation can be grouped by how they look too like you can tell that space invaders is a different generation just by looking at it and the same goes for kill zone too.
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